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The members of the expedition. Left to right:
E. KrenkeJ, radio operator; I. Papanin, leader of
the expedition; Y. Fyodorov, magnetologist and
astronomer; P . Shirshov, hydrologist and hydrobiologist. Photographed at the flying field in Moscow .
before taking off.
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HE North Pole has long been a magnet
to the attention of mankind. Scores of
bold explorers have braved the privations
and ordeals of the grim trail over the rugged
ice of the Arctic to reach the northernmost
point of the globe, many to find an icy
grave in its boundless wastes.
One of the most remarkable attempts was
N ansen' s expedition of 1893·96 on the
Fram. When Nansen saw that the drifting ice would carry the Fram wide of the
Pole, he left the ship and with only one
companion (Johansen) made a gallant dash
toward the Pole by dog-sledge but was
defeated by the numerous hummocks in
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his path and the brave explorers had to
turn south again after reaching 86° 14' N.
In 1901, Nansen's record was beaten by
Lieutenant Cagni, a member of the Abruzzi
expedition, who, after a hard struggle,
reached 86° 34'.
The first man to reach the North Pole
was an American, Robert Peary. Altogether this indomitable pioneer spent 23
years of his life in the extreme north, and
after many attempts finally reached the
coveted goal on April 6, 1909.
.
Later, aerial expeditions were made
over the Pole. The first was Admiral
Byrd's on a heavier-than-air machine, followed by Amundsen and Ellsworth's
flight on the airship Norge and the illfated [Ialia expedition which met with
disaster on the way back.
N one of these expeditions was of sufficient duration to give science any detailed

information on the circumpolar zone of the
Arctic Ocean. Nansen accordingly put
forward the bold idea of landing a group
of explorers in the heart of the Arctic by
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Papanin and Shirshov tryout the rubber
boat and canoe kept for emergencies

airship for a considerable length of time,
provided with all the necessities of life
and apparatus for scientific observation and
research.
It was left to Soviet airmen and scientists to put this idea into practice.
On May 21, 1937, at 11:35 a. m., Hero
of the Soviet Union Vodopyanov landed
his four·engined, orange-colored plane on
the drifting ice at the North Pole. A few
days later the three other expeditionary
planes arrived at the Pole.
The safe landing of our heavy planes
at the Pole exploded the theories held by
the majority of Polar explorers that, due
to the unevenness of the ice in the high
latitudes, it was impossible to land air·
planes near the Pole.
Besides ourselves, the Hying boats de·
livered a freight of ten tons: scientific
apparatus, a tent, radio apparatus, a windmotor to charge our batteries, food supplies, fuel, warm clothing, etc. Dozens of
industrial plants and research institutes
had taken part in the fitting-out of the
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expedition. Seldom, I think, was any expedition as well and thoroughly organized
as ours.
On .Tune 6, at 3:40 a. m., the machines
flew back to Rudolf Island and thence,
home. The northernmost Polar observatory
station began its work of delving into the
secrets of the central zone of the Arctic
Ocean.
The main item on our program of research was meteorological observation. Four
times a day the man on duty left the
tent to observe weather conditions: the
velocity and set of the wind, the temperature and humidity of the air, read our
automatic recorders, etc.
This was not always a simple matter.
During the winter blizzards the tent was
snowed up to the roof and we had to get
a shovel and dig our way out.
Four times a day, with unfailing regularity, Krenkel' s small radio station transmitted weather bulletins to the mainland
where they were of great service in composing synoptic weather charts. The wea-
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I. Papanin, chief of the expedition, at work

ther in the European territory of the
Soviet Union depends to a large extent
on the weather in the central zone of the
Arctic. Hence the information on the weather in the vicinity of the Pole, regularly
communicated by our station, contributed
largely to the accuracy of North European
weather forecasts. In addition, our weather bulletins helped in the great flights
made by Chkalov and Gromov when they
opened the air route between the U. S. S. R.
and America. Our meteorological observations also created quite a different idea
of the circumpolar climate which had been
commonly held to be governed by a powerful anticyclone covering the whole area
like a gigantic cap. Actually the atmospheric conditions were much 'more complex. During the Polar summer we repeatedly observed inrushes of typical cyclones,
often overrunning the whole central zone
of the Arctic Ocean.
We also sounded the depth of the ocean.
Altogether we took 33 soundings as we
drifted with the ice. Every 30 or 35 miles
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we lowered a heavy weight through a hole
in the ice on a slender steel hawser. As
soon as the plummet weight touched bottom,
an automatic brake stopped the drum of
the windlass, and we raised the weight
again, a strenuous operation occupying the
four of us for 3 to 31 / 2 hours.
As a result of these soundings we can
trace the contour of the ocean bed from the
Pole to the south coast of Greenland.
We established beyond all doubt that
there cannot be any land in the vicinity
of the Pole, for the depth there was 14,071
feet. The whole area from the Pole to 86°
is a great depression in the ocean bed
.which in some parts is over 21/2 miles deep.
The maximum depth of 14,412 feet occurred
at 88° N. The more we approached the
shores of Greenland, starting from 86° N.,
we found that the Bea-bed rose in uneven
steps. Quite near to Greenland, a mere
35 or 40 miles off, we were greatly surprised
to discover a depression 21/2 miles deep,
where the depth -had been supposed not to
exceed 3,300 feet.
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Hands from the ice-breakers Taimyr
and
Murman taking down the tent which had sheltered Papanin and his comrades for nine months

Mter each sounding we made a deep-sea
hydrological observation, that is, we took
samples of water from various depths and
noted their temperatures. Then Shirshov
would analyse them chemically in his
laboratory teilt . We took 38 observations
of this kind.
As far north as our first series of observations, in the vicinity of the Pole, underneath a layer of cold Arctic water, several
degrees below zero, we discovered a layer
of water with higher salinity and temperatures above zero, at a depth ranging
from 820 to 2,460 feet.
We came across this layer at every
observation all the way to the vicinity of
Greenland. This discovery of Atlantic water in the vicinity of the Pole disproved
the commonly-accepted theory that Atlantic waters penetrating into the Arctic Ocean
between Greenland and Spitzbergen flow
east along the coast line of the mainland
of Europe and Asia where they were discovered by N ansen during the drift of the
Fram. Actually they spread throughout
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the Polar Basin, reaching the Pole and
evidently penetrating beyond it.
Interesting results were produced from
our observation of the drift of the ice which
we mapped out on the basis of Fyodorov's
astronomical observations. Whenever the weather permitted, Fyodorov took astronomical
observations with his theodolite, taking the
height of the sun in summer and of the
stars in winter. These observations gave

us the coordinates at 156 different points.
In the summer

seaSOD, to secure greater

accuracy in tracing the route of the drift,
we took observations with a water-meter,
i.e., an instrument indicating the speed

and direction of the flow . We lowered this
instrument to a depth of from 1,000 to
1,300 feet, six times a day for three months.
As a result of our astronomical and watermeter observations we obtained an accurate
picture of the drifting movement of the
ice with the many zig-zags and loops which
our icefloe made, due to changing winds.
When we compared our observations of
the drift with our observations of the wind
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we found that our icefloe was drifting not
only under. the influence of local winds
but also under the influence of a constant
drift of the whole ice pack which was moving south towards Greenland. The speed
of this constant drift, independent of local
winds, was equal to about a mile per day in
the vicinity of the Pole, increasing progressively as we drew further south.
With the help of water-meters, we took
many series of observations of the currents
caused in the upper layers of the seawater
by the drift of the ice .
In the winter season we had to take our
hydrological observations in a tarpaulin
tent with a temperature of from 30 to 35
degrees below zero, Centigrade. Our barometers and water-meters froze instantaneously and before lowering them through
the test-hole we had to thaw them with
boiling water.
Our program also included magnetic
observations, performed by Fyodorov. Every
thirty miles, and sometimes at shorter
intervals. Fyodorov took measurements of
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the main elements of terrestrial magnetism: variations, declinations and the
horizontal component. These observations
of Fyodorov's were supplemented by the
daily observations of the magnetic variations.
In the summer season Fyodorov installed
his magnetic variometers in the silk tent.
The lakelets forming on the ice as it thawed
frequently obliged him to shift his whole
"observatory" from place to place. When
winter came, Fyodorov built a snow-hut
after the style of an Eskimo's igloo and
installed his magnetic variometers in it.
He had to sit at his instruments for hours on
end in this hut in cruel winter frosts.
With the help of highly delicate pendulum
instruments, specially made for our expedition, Fyodorov took measurements of the
force of gravity along the whole route of
the drift. Gravitational measurements,
which are of great scientific interest, had
never been taken so far north. The pendulum instruments were installed in another
snow-hut. In winter when our living tent
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Signing the final report to Stalin before leaving
the ice-floe, off the coast of Greenland

and Fyodorov's instrument hut were almost
submerged in snow we dug ~ tunnel se·
venteen yards long from our ice kitchen to
the "observatory," so that Fyodorov could
go there during the worst blizzards.
Very interesting results were yielded by
our observations of animal and vegetable
life in the central zone of the Arctic Ocean.
Since Nansen's time many scientists had
maintained that the high latitudes were
absolutely devoid of organic life. This
hypothesis was based on the supposition
that microscopic plant life or phytoplank.
ton, as it is called, could not exist under a
solid crust of ice, as it requires sunlight.
And if there were no phytoplankton there
would be no source of organic food, without which sea animals cannot subsist. But
we found this theory to be false. Quite soon
after we landed at the Pole we saw sea·
gulls flying in different directions over the
leads in the ice-fields. We saw gulls eight
times and once a guillemot. On August I,
we were wakened in the night by Ernst
Krenkel shouting excitedly: "Bears, bears!"
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We threw on our clothes and ran out with
our rifles . Not far from the camp we saw
a she· bear with two cubs, about six months
old, making off with our camp dog in
pursuit. Our location was then 88° N.
quite near the · Pole. On the next day but
one we saw a bearded seal swimming in
the leads which had formed near our icefield and a few days later I shot a common
seal, which, unfortunately, sank out of sight.
What do these animals live on so far
from land? Our hydrological observations
supplied the answer to this question.
We found that there was a fairly intensive
development of microscopic plant life in
the upper layers of the sea water throughout
August. Evidently sufficient sunlight penetrates the Polar ice in the summer time.
And if vegetable plankton is present, animal
plankton, which is the ultimate source
of sustenance for all sea creatures, can also
develop in fair quantities.
Our program of work also included
observations of the Northern Lights and
atmospheric electricity.
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Papanin raises the Soviet flag after closing down
his drifting obliervatory

We thought to have a little less work to
do when the Polar night began, but we
were sadly mistaken. The icefloe began
to drift twice as fast as before, and we had
to take twice as many soundings, take
hydrological observations more frequently
and make more tests of the force of gravity
and other phenomena.
On the whole, Nature was not always
kind to us and, at times, feeling the packing
of icefloes close at hand, we could not
help remembering the miles of water that
yawned under our feet and comparing our
situation to sitting on top of a volcano.
While we tried to dismiss such thoughts
from our minds, and were convinced in
our hearts that our cruise on the ice would
end without mishap, we could not help
worrying about the scientific material
which we had amassed. Therefore we decided to transmit short reports on our work
to Moscow as we went along. This was done
once a month by Krenkel, our radio operator, and we could rest assured that if
anything happened to us the fruit of our
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labors would not perish unused, but would
survive for science .
We thought the world of our little radio
station. It was the first to tell the world
the news of our arrival at the North Pole, it
brought us all the latest news and kept us in
touch with our country. At first we expected
that our radio station would work once a
day, just to transmit our bearings. But
the transpolar flights of Chkalov and
Gromov called for more detailed information on the weather at the Pole.
After we began to transmit weather
reports four times a day, we kept them up
at this rate right to the end of our stay
on the ice. As far as possible we supplied
information for the Soviet public, which
was tremendously interested in our work.
Our radio operator, Krenkel, worked
splendidly. In the nine months we were
adrift, he transmitted 75,000 words. This
is a record for a miniature radio station
like the one we had.
The number of messages sent generally
depended entirely on the wind-the life
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and soul, one might say, of the electric power
industry at the North ' Pole. When there
was no wind there was only enough juice
in our batteries for ten days and we confined. our transmissions to weather bulletins. On several occasions we made use of
our hand-driven dynamo, with "all hands"
driving.
But the wind motor was still our main
stand-by. This excellent machine began to
supply current as soon as the wind reached
a velocity of 7.7 yds. a second and stopped
automatically at 27 yds. a second. The wind
motor charged our batteries unfailingly
and we shall always think kindly of it for
its good work.
As a matter of fact, all the equipment of
our "North Pole" Drifting Observatory
Station stood the test, and answered its
purpose full well, for all the novelty and
peculiarity of the conditions we had to
work under.
Our vast felt boots and ten-gallon galoshes seemed absurd when we were on the
mainland, but they won recognition dur-
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ing our stay on the drifting ice. They and
the fur socks we wore kept our legs and
feet as warm as toast. Our shirts of reindeer
-fur and our sealskin trousers were very
good and comfortable to work in.
However cold it was in the day time, we
always got warm again at night, thanks to
our splendid wolfskin sleeping bags.
Our black living tent looked somber
from the outside but was a warm and cosy
home inside. The food concentrates which
had been specially prepared for us at the
Institute . of Public Nutrition gave us a
. wholesome and at the Slime time wellvaried diet. It is· true that we were not
particulady fastidious. We liked to have
our food hot with a minimum expenditure
of our precious fuel. If successful in this,
the cook on duty received good marks.
And so we labored for nine strenuous
mo.n ths. At · last came the hour when we
were to part with the iceHoe which had
. been a home to us and rendered us yeoman
service .
. . ' We de"cided to take everything with UB,
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March 17, 1938. Pap an in and his fellow-heroes
drive down Kirov Street, greeted by the people
9( ~o.C01"

apparatus, equipment and even our remaining provisions. Frankly, I was not very
keen on being taken off the ice by airplanes,
as that ,!,ould have meant leaving half
our stuff behind. On February 19, 1938,
at two 0 'clock in the afternoon, the good
ships Taimyr and Murman reached the
rim of the ice and tied up. We were happy,
yet a little sad, to leave the icefloe which.
had been our abode for so long.
The drift of the "North Pole" Observatory Station had come to an end. When we
set foot on Soviet shipboard we rejoiced in
the thought that our work had been crowned
with success, that the Polar basin had
yielded up its secrets.
We were infinitely grateful to Joseph
Stalin, the initiator of the conquest of the
Pole, whose help and support made our
expedition possible and ensured its success .

